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Broad range energy absorption enabled by
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets: from optical
to infrared and microwave†

Lihong Tian,ab Jilian Xu,c Michael Just,a Michael Green,a Lei Liu c and
Xiaobo Chen *a

Efficient energy harvesting is critical in developing various future clean energy sources and technologies

from our ultimate clean energy source – the Sun, which covers a broad range of photon energies

ranging from ultraviolet, to visible, infrared, and microwave regions. Absorption is the first key step in the

uptake of solar energy for various energy conversions and utilizations. Materials with broad-range

electromagnetic interaction are therefore highly desirable. Here, we demonstrate that such broad-range

energy absorption from visible light to microwave regions can be achieved with hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets. A large near-infrared and visible-light absorption (460%), a broad mid-IR absorption, and a

highly efficient absorption in the microwave region have been obtained with hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets. In contrast, barely any absorption is observed for pristine TiO2 nanosheets in these regions.

Therefore, this study shows that with such high absorption across such a broad energy range, hydro-

genated TiO2 nanosheets obviously have a large capability of absorbing solar energy across a broad energy

region, which can be potentially useful for various photo, photoelectric, photochemical applications, such as

semiconductor devices, photocatalysis, photovoltaics, infrared detection, microwave communication, etc.

Introduction

The ability to efficiently harvest energy from solar radiation is
critical for the development of future clean energy sources and
technologies. One of the keys to effectively utilize solar energy is
developing materials that effectively absorb it. Solar energy
covers a broad range of photon energies from ultraviolet to
visible, infrared, and microwave regions. Absorption is the
first key step in the uptake of solar energy for various energy
conversions and utilizations. Materials with broad-range electro-
magnetic interaction are highly desirable for numerous opto-
electronic and photo, electric, and chemical applications, such
as photocatalysis, photovoltaics, thermoelectronics, etc. Enhancing
light–matter interaction or absorption over a broad range of
energies has a vital importance in the fundamental under-
standing and numerous practical applications of electromagnetic
radiation, such as in semiconductor devices,1 photocatalysis,2–4

photovoltaics,5 infrared (IR) detection,6 microwave communi-
cations,7 etc. However, realization of simultaneous efficient absorp-
tion of light across a broad energy range is very challenging since
the absorption in different energy regions traditionally requires
different mechanisms.1 It is apparent that new concepts and
approaches are needed in order to overcome such a challenge.
Hereby, we demonstrate such an attempt to realize efficient light
absorption of hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets over a broad energy
range (3.0–0.00001 eV), from visible-light to IR, and microwave.

Typically, the absorption of ultraviolet radiation (UV, 43.0 eV)
requires either molecular ionization, the ejection of electrons
when the supplied energy is larger than the ionization energy, or
transitions of electrons from ground state to higher electronic
states within the atoms or molecules.1,2 The absorption of visible
light (1.7–3.0 eV) typically involves the excitation of electrons to
higher energy levels within molecular species or semiconductors.1

For semiconductors, the absorption of light (with energy larger
than their bandgaps) promotes electrons from the valence band to
the conduction band, generating excited electrons in the conduc-
tion band and holes in the valence band,1–5 which subsequently
can be transported to external circuits to produce electricity in
photovoltaic devices or transferred to adjacent molecules to
induce reduction/oxidation reactions in photochemical cells.3,4

The larger the absorption, the higher the electrical current or
the photocatalytic activity.3,4 For example, TiO2 has been widely
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studied as a photocatalyst for renewable energy and sustainable
environment applications such as in water splitting, hydrogen
generation, and environmental pollutant removal, among others.2–4

However, its relatively large bandgap (3.0–3.2 eV) results in primarily
UV-only optical absorption and thus it has a low overall efficiency of
using natural sunlight, where UV only accounts for less than 5% of
the total available energy.8,9 Improving the optical absorption of
TiO2 has been the target of many research efforts such as doping
with metal/non-metal elements,8–10 coupling with narrow bandgap
semiconductors or molecules,11,12 engineering crystal facets,13–15

and altering lattices of crystalline nanoparticles by hydrogenation
or chemical reduction.16–22 The extension of electromagnetic
absorption in TiO2 to the near infrared region by hydrogenation
has been treated as a breakthrough among the efforts towards
higher photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical activities in
photocatalysis.

Normally, the absorption of infrared radiation (henceforth
IR, 10�3 to 1.7 eV range) requires transitions from the ground
state to excited states of molecular vibrations and results in
heating.1,23 Metals with high thermal conductivity can absorb
or reflect IR radiation (heat) quickly as the quantum states of
their vibrations lies within this region, although most metals
reflect almost all IR radiation.1,6,24 Highly efficient thermal
detection devices can be realized by increasing the IR absorbing
capability.6,24

The absorption of microwave radiation (10�5 to 10�3 eV) by
molecules typically involves excited rotational states of molecules
with electric diploes, subsequently producing heat as a conse-
quence of the resulting intermolecular frictions.25–27 This absorp-
tion leads to the loss of electrical and magnetic fields within the
materials, due to the dielectric relaxation effects of dipole rotation
associated with the alignment of polar groups (permanent and
induced dipoles) and ferromagnetic resonance from strongly inter-
acting electron spins in magnetic domain walls, respectively.25–27

Conductors strongly absorb both microwave radiation and any
lower frequency radiation and generate electric currents and
heat the materials.25–27 For practical applications, efficient
microwave absorption is key to avoid detection of aircrafts by
radar, and to reduce data and information leakage in various
electronic devices.25–28

Currently, there seldom exists any material that can effi-
ciently absorb the electromagnetic radiation across such a
broad energy range from visible-light to microwave. Here, we
show that enhanced absorption in such a broad energy region
can be achieved with TiO2 nanosheets by hydrogenation-induced
alterations. Absorption in the visible-light region has been
successfully improved (460% absorption from 400 to 1000 nm),
although no visible-light absorption is seen for pristine TiO2

nanosheets; absorption in the IR region has been enhanced in
a broad range (o4000 cm�1), while only a narrow IR absorption
(o1000 cm�1) is observed from the lattice for pristine TiO2

nanosheets; and considerable absorption in the microwave
region has been achieved ((RL (dB)) value of �52.5 or 99.999%
absorption) with frequency tunability, but only a poor microwave
absorption (RL (dB) value of �3.0) is observed for pristine TiO2

nanosheets. Thus, this study demonstrates that the light–matter

interactions of TiO2 nanomaterials regarding electromagnetic
irradiation can be largely enhanced by hydrogenation over a
broad range of energies, which enriches our knowledge for better
utilization of electromagnetic energy for various applications.

Results and discussions

Our previous studies on hydrogenated black TiO2 nanoparticles
revealed that hydrogenation induced structural distortions
within the outer layers of the nanocrystals result in the for-
mation of disordered structures, and the size of the crystalline
phase slightly decreased after hydrogenation.16,18 The micro-
structure and crystallinity of both pristine and hydrogenated
TiO2 nanosheets were first analyzed using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Previous studies have found that crystalline-
disordered core–shell structures were formed after hydrogenation
in high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
studies, and structural deviations from the standard lattice were
readily seen in the outer layer, where bent lattices and non-
uniform plane distances were observed near the edge of the
nanoparticles.16,18,29 Cloudy diffraction patterns obatined by
electron diffraction and fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses
of hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticles revealed an amorphous
structure from the crystalline phase.20,30 Fig. 1A shows that the
average length of the pristine TiO2 nanosheets was around
100 nm. The XRD analysis suggested their average crystalline
grain size was 29.0 nm in length [(100) direction]. This meant
that these TiO2 nanosheets were made of many small crystal-
line grains. The HRTEM image in Fig. 1B shows that these TiO2

nanosheets were highly crystallized, with well-resolved lattice
fringes and clearly seen crystal edge. On the contrary, as seen
from Fig. 1C, the average size of the hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets was similar to that of the pristine TiO2 nanosheets,
around 100 nm. The crystalline grain size was 26.4 nm in length
[(100) direction] for hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets. Thus, the
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets were made of smaller crystalline
grains, similar to pristine TiO2 nanosheets. The HRTEM in
Fig. 1D of hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets reveals a layer of
amorphous/disordered phase near the surface covering the
crystalline core with clear lattice fringes. This observation
was consistent with our previous studies on hydrogenated
TiO2 nanoparticles.16,18,30 It is apparent that hydrogenation
induced some structural reorganization near the surface
resulting in the formation of some disordered structures.
These structures may contain defects leading to a large
luminescent background in the Raman spectrum of hydro-
genated TiO2 nanosheets.

Lattice contraction in the disordered layer in hydrogenated
TiO2 nanoparticles was reported,18,29,31 and was reflected in the
X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern by the shifting of diffraction
peaks to higher diffraction angles.18,32 The XRD patterns of the
pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets studied here are
shown in Fig. 2A. Clearly, both these samples were highly
crystalline, based on their strong diffraction peaks. The average
crystalline grain size can be calculated using the Scherrer
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equation: t = (Kl)/(b cos y), where t is the mean size of the
ordered (crystalline) domains, which may be smaller or equal to
the grain size, K is the shape factor with a typical value of
0.9, l is the X-ray wavelength, b is the line broadening full width
at half maximum (FWHM) peak height in radians, and y is
the Bragg angle.16,18 Using the FWHM values of the (004) and
(200) peaks, we obtained crystalline grain sizes of 16.8 nm and
29.0 nm for pristine TiO2 nanosheets, and 13.4 nm and 26.4 nm
for hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets, in the [001] and [100]
directions, respectively. Moreover, the average size of the
crystalline grains in the hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets was
slightly smaller than that of the pristine TiO2 nanosheets. Based
on our previous studies,16,18 some amorphous phase was likely

formed outside the crystalline phases of TiO2 nanosheets after
hydrogenation.

Raman studies on hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticles revealed
that after hydrogenation, the scattering peaks of TiO2 became
much weaker in intensity,16,32,33 broader in width,34,35 and had
higher values of wavenumbers,34–36 due to the disordering of
the TiO2 lattice after hydrogenation. The Raman spectra of
pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets in this study are
shown in Fig. 2B. Strong and sharp Raman peaks at 161, 414,
535, and 660 cm�1 were observed for pristine TiO2 nanosheets.
These peaks were attributed to the lattice vibrations in the
crystalline anatase phase from the Ti–O bond stretching modes
Eg (660 cm�1), B1g (519 cm�1) and A1g (513 cm�1), and the

Fig. 1 TEM images of pristine (A and B) and hydrogenated (C and D) TiO2 nanosheets.

Fig. 2 (A) XRD patterns and (B) Raman spectra of (a) pristine and (b) hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets.
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O–Ti–O bending modes B1g (414 cm�1) and Eg (164 cm�1).16

After hydrogenation, these Raman peaks became weaker and
broader. In addition, the Eg mode of the O–Ti–O bond shifted
to a higher wavenumber (169 cm�1) after hydrogenation. These
were consistent with previous studies of hydrogenated TiO2

nanoparticles.16,30 Moreover, a large luminescent background,
most likely due to defects, appeared after hydrogenation. Such
observations indicated that defects were induced within the
nanosheets by the hydrogenation process.

Based on the above structural analysis, partially disordered
structures likely in the form of crystalline core/disordered shell
structures were formed by hydrogenation of TiO2 nanosheets
and even the starting pristine TiO2 nanosheets were highly
crystallized. These structural alterations may lead to a change
in the bonding structures of TiO2 nanosheets, e.g. the couplings
between the oxygen 2p and the titanium 3d orbitals, inducing a
change in the light–matter interactions of TiO2 nanosheets, as
reflected by the change in their absorption of electromagnetic
radiation across the broad range of energies.

Our previous discovery of black TiO2 nanoparticles by hydro-
genation showed that the optical bandgap of TiO2 narrowed
down to around 1.5 eV (850 nm) with the onset of absorption
near 1.0 eV (1200 nm) from around 3.3 eV (375 nm).16 This large
shift in the bandgap was attributed to the stabilized disordered
lattice in the crystalline core/disordered shell structures
induced by hydrogenation, which altered the coupling of the
oxygen 2p and titanium 3d orbitals in the valence band.16 The
increase of the optical absorption was beneficial for the photo-
catalytic activity of TiO2 nanoparticles.16,37 Hydrogenated TiO2

nanomaterials have shown improved photocatalytic activity in
hydrogen generation,16,34 photo-oxidation of water,38 and photo-
decomposition of 2,4-dichlorophenol,39 methylene blue,16,32

methyl-orange37 and acetaldehyde.40 Thus, the large enhancement
of the optical absorption in this region is important.

The UV-visible spectra of pristine and hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets are shown in Fig. 3A. Pristine TiO2 nanosheets
displayed almost 100% reflection of visible and near-infrared
light and absorbed only ultraviolet (UV) light below 400 nm,

similar to that of pure TiO2 nanoparticles.16 However, hydro-
genated TiO2 nanosheets absorbed more than 60% light from
400 nm to 1000 nm, besides the large UV absorption similar to
pristine TiO2 nanosheets. Obviously, the hydrogenation process
increased the absorption of TiO2 nanosheets in the visible-
light region. This was consistent with our previous finding of
hydrogenated black TiO2 nanoparticles.16

A broad IR absorption has been observed from the lattice
of hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets. The infrared absorption
(4000–600 cm�1, 0.5–0.07 eV) was measured using Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. In previous studies,
the changes in the IR absorption caused by the hydrogenation
on TiO2 nanomaterials were found to be related to the surface
OH groups and largely depended on the hydrogenation
condition.29,32,37,39,41 For example, less OH groups were seen
in hydrogenated TiO2 microspheres treated at 500 1C for 4 h
under a flow of H2 (5% in N2, 300 sccm)39 and at 450 1C for 1 h
in a 5% H2 and 95% Ar atmosphere, compared to the starting
pristine TiO2 nanomaterials.41 However, more surface OH
groups were observed on TiO2 nanosheets hydrogenated at
400 1C for 2 h under a 10 bar pure H2 atmosphere,32 and
treated with hydrogen plasma at 500 1C for 4–8 h.37 Fig. 3B
shows the FTIR spectra of pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nano-
sheets in this study. Pristine TiO2 nanosheets showed a weak but
broad absorption band near 3300 cm�1 and a sharp absorption
band below 1000 cm�1. The broad band centered at 3300 cm�1

was due to the O–H stretching vibrations of strongly adsorbed
H2O,42,43 and the sharp absorption band below 1000 cm�1

was likely due to the vibrations of Ti–O bonds.42,43 However,
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets had very different FTIR spectral
features. The broad bands ascribed to the vibrations of O–H
on the surface disappeared. Instead, a broad background-like
absorption appeared. This phenomenon is different from
previous observation.29,32,37,39,41 The broad and featureless IR
absorption of the hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets could be
attributed to the possible defects (e.g. oxygen vacancy or free
electrons, hydrogen dopant) associated with the disordered
lattice of the hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets.44 More importantly,

Fig. 3 (A) UV-visible and (B) FTIR spectra of (a) pristine and (b) hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets.
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this absorption increased monochromatically as the radiation
frequency decreased. This suggested that the number of defects
increased when their energies became smaller. This broad and
large IR absorption from the defects in the hydrogenated TiO2

lattice was consistent with the large luminescent background in
the Raman spectra. Thus, a broad IR absorption from the lattice
of TiO2 nanosheets has been obtained by hydrogenation.
As shown, this broad, continuous and featureless IR absorption
from the lattice defects (likely more coupled with each other)
is different from the commonly seen absorption due to OH
vibrations (likely less coupled with each other), which normally
shows up with a relatively much weaker and narrower band near
3300 cm�1, as can be seen from the IR spectrum of the pristine
TiO2 nanosheets in the inset of Fig. 3B.

Although it has a large static dielectric constant, TiO2 has
a poor response in the microwave region due to its lack of
traditional microwave absorbing mechanisms such as dipole
rotation and ferromagnetic resonance. In order to measure its
absorption capability in the microwave region, its dielectric
properties such as complex permittivity (e) and permeability (m)
were measured. The real parts e0 and m0 are related to the
stored electrical and magnetic energy within the material.

The imaginary parts e00 and m00 are related to the dissipation
(or loss) of electrical and magnetic energy.1,8 Large changes in
the complex permittivity (e) and permeability (m) values, e0, e00,
m0, and m00, were seen in TiO2 nanosheets after hydrogenation,
due to the changed orbital couplings in the disordered TiO2

lattice.
We have demonstrated previously that the dielectric

constants of TiO2 nanoparticles can be largely modified with
the alterations of their local structural features via induced
disorder in the outer layer of crystalline nanoparticles.30,45,46

The structural alterations perturb both the electronic couplings
between the titanium 3d and oxygen 2p orbitals and the internal
lattice potentials across the nanoparticles. In addition, transit or
permanent charge accumulation or polarization can be expected
along the interfaces between the crystalline and disordered phases
to create internal built-in electric fields within the nanoparticles.
The propagation of the introduced electromagnetic field can echo
those electric field to possibly induce larger interactions within the
TiO2 media to have larger dielectric constants.30,45,46 Changes in
the e0 values were observed from 6.1–6.5 for normal TiO2 nano-
particles to 17–25 for hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticles, a 4.3-fold
difference was caused by hydrogenation. Fig. 4A shows the real

Fig. 4 Frequency dependence of (A) the real part (e0) and (B) the imaginary part (e00) of the complex permittivity, (C) the real part (m0) and (D) the imaginary
part (m00) of the complex permeability in the microwave region of pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets.
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part e0 of complex permittivity for pristine and hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets/wax composites in this study. For these measurements,
TiO2 nanosheets were dispersed in melted paraffin wax. Pristine
TiO2 nanosheets/wax composites displayed a relatively constant
value of around 5.5 for e0 in the frequency range of 1.0–18.0 GHz.
With the same TiO2 loading (60 wt%), pristine TiO2 nano
particle/wax composites exhibited e0 values of 6.1–6.5 in the same
frequency range.30,45 Apparently, TiO2 nanoparticles exhibited
larger e0 values compared to the TiO2 nanosheets. This indicated
that the morphology of the TiO2 nanomaterials had an important
influence on their dielectric properties. The difference in the
dielectric constants of TiO2 nanoparticles and nanosheets can
be attributed to the differences in charge distribution and
density along various crystal directions in TiO2. TiO2 has a
larger charge density along the h001i direction, and a smaller
charge density along the h100i and h010i directions. Thus, the
electromagnetic interaction of microwave radiation with TiO2

and the induced electric relaxation is larger in the h001i
direction than in the h100i or h010i direction. The shorter
length along h001i direction and longer length along the
h100i and h010i directions of (001) faceted TiO2 nanosheets
thus induces a smaller electromagnetic interaction in the
nanosheets than in the nanoparticles. Hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheet/wax composites showed much higher e0 values than
pristine TiO2 nanosheet/wax composites. Their e0 values
decreased gradually from 19.2 at 1.0 GHz to 16.0 at 15.4 GHz
and then to 11.7 at 18.0 GHz. Compared to hydrogenated TiO2

nanoparticle/wax composites, hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheet/
wax composites showed slightly smaller e0 values, due to the
shorter length in the high charge density h001i direction of the
nanosheets. As the e0 value of the epoxy was 2.5 at the X-band
frequency,47 the e0 value of the hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets
was thus estimated to be about 4.5 times higher than that of the
pristine TiO2 nanosheets in the frequency range of 1.0–18.0 GHz.
Apparently, a much higher efficiency of storing electric energy
was achieved with hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets than with the
pristine TiO2 nanosheets. The improvement of the electro-
magnetic interaction can be attributed to the increased charge
density along the h001i direction and the disorder alteration
caused by hydrogenation as seen from the TEM images. Hydro-
genation apparently changed the orbital couplings in TiO2 and the
charge density along various directions by introducing disorders
around the crystalline core. Hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheet/wax
composites exhibited a slightly higher improvement (4.5-fold vs.
4.3-fold) than hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticle/wax composites,
compared to the pristine nanomaterial/wax composites. Thus,
this suggested that the alteration of the charge density along the
h001i direction in the TiO2 nanosheets was more obvious than in
other directions by hydrogenation.

Fig. 4B shows the imaginary part e00 of complex permittivity
for pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheet/wax composites.
Pristine TiO2 nanosheet/wax composites showed relatively constant
e00 values of 0.03–0.1 in the frequency range of 1.0–18.0 GHz. In our
earlier study, TiO2 nanocrystals/epoxy composites showed e00 values
of 0.03–0.3 in the same frequency range.30,45 This was likely due
to the larger electrical relaxation along the h001i direction than the

h100i and h010i directions in TiO2. Hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets/
wax composites showed much higher e00 values in the same
frequency range. The e00 value decreased gradually from 4.1 at
1.0 GHz to 1.8 at 11.0 GHz and then increased to 7.4 at
18.0 GHz. The average was around 3.5. As the epoxy showed
e00 values of 0–0.02 at the X-band frequency,47 hydrogenated
TiO2 nanosheets had 70 times higher e00 values than the pristine
TiO2 nanosheets. This suggested that hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets were more efficient in dissipating electrical energy
under the electromagnetic field. This enhancement was likely
due to the larger relaxation of electrical energy into heat as the
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets had disordered structures
which can effectively convert electromagnetic radiation into
thermal energy. The comparison of the dielectric dissipation
factor, tgde = e00/e0, which measures how much electric power is
lost in a material versus how much is stored,30,45 shown in
Fig. S1 (ESI†), also displayed that hydrogenated TiO2 nano-
sheets had a higher efficiency of dissipating electrical energy of
the microwave radiation with a 10-fold increase in the tgde value
compared to the pristine TiO2 nanosheets.

To understand how the samples responded to the magnetic
component of the microwave radiation, we also measured their
permeability. Permeability in electromagnetism is the measure
of the ability of a material to support the formation of a
magnetic field within itself, or the degree of magnetization
that a material acquiresin response to an applied magnetic
field. The complex permeability of a material contains the real
part m0 and the imaginary part m00. m0 is related to the stored
magnetic energy within the medium, and m00 is related to the
dissipation (or loss) of magnetic energy within the medium.
Fig. 4C shows the real part m0 of complex permeability for
pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets. The m0 of the
pristine TiO2 nanosheets increased slowly from 0.95 at 1.0 GHz
to 1.03 at 6.0 GHz, then decreased to 1.00 at 8.0 GHz, increased
to 1.03 at 11.0 GHz, and stayed around 1.03 until 18.0 GHz. The
m0 of the pristine TiO2 nanosheets was higher than that of the
pristine TiO2 nanoparticles (0.93–1.02). The m0 of hydrogenated
TiO2 nanosheets was lower than that of the pristine TiO2

nanosheets. It increased slowly from 0.92 at 1.0 GHz to 1.01 at
6.0 Hz and then slowly decreased to 0.92 at 18.0 GHz. The m0 of
hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticles was found to be 0.80–0.99
in our previous studies. Thus, hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets
had a slightly larger m0 than hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticles.
Fig. 4D displays the imaginary part m00of complex permeability
for pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets. The m00 values for
pristine TiO2 nanosheets decreased as the frequency increased
from about 0.45 at 1.0 GHz to 0.05 at 18.0 GHz. The m00 values of
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets were similar within the frequency
region of 1–12.0 GHz, decreasing from 0.50 at 1.0 GHz to 0.05 at
12.0 GHz, but were much higher within 12.0–18.0 GHz, increasing
from 0.05 at 12.0 GHz to 0.50 at 18.0 GHz. The small influence of
hydrogenation on the permeability of the TiO2 nanosheets in the
lower frequency range (1–12.0 GHz) was similar to that on the TiO2

nanoparticles as we found previously.30,45 That was attributed to
the little impact of hydrogenation on the creation of possible
transit or permanent magnetic species in TiO2. In our previous
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studies on hydrogenated TiO2 nanoparticles, no oxygen vacan-
cies or Ti3+ defects were observed, thus offering little para-
magnetic resonance.30,45 However, the apparent sharp increase
of the m00 values in the frequency range of 12.0–18.0 GHz hinted
that some paramagnetic resonance may be induced due to the
possible creation of oxygen radicals or other paramagnetic
species by hydrogenation, as summarized in a review article
on hydrogenated TiO2 nanomaterials.22 The increase of the
m00 values indicated that hydrogenation increased the magnetic
dissipation through absorption, or in other words, the increased
integral of the product of the initial and end states with the
magnetic absorption matrix or cross-section coefficient, which
might be due to the increase of each component or one of these
components. As shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†), the comparison of the
magnetic dissipation factor, tgdm = m00/m0, which measures how
much magnetic power is lost in a material versus how much is
stored,25–27 also indicated that hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets
had a much higher efficiency of dissipating magnetic energy in
the high frequency region.

In brief, the complex permittivity (e) and permeability (m)
values, e0, e00, m0, and m00, of TiO2 nanosheets in the microwave
region were largely changed after hydrogenation, due to the
perturbed orbital couplings in the disordered TiO2 lattice.
Higher efficiency was observed for storing and dissipating the
electrical energy of the microwave electromagnetic field in TiO2

nanosheets after hydrogenation, with higher dissipation effi-
ciency of magnetic energy in high frequency ranges. These may
lead to a higher efficiency of absorbing microwave radiation.

The microwave reflection loss (RL) curve can be calculated
according to the following equations:

Zin = Z0(mr/er)
1/2 tanh[ j(2pfd/c)(mrer)

1/2] (1)

RL (dB) = 20 log|(Zin � Z0)/(Zin + Z0)| (2)

RL (dB) = 10 log10(Pi/Pr) (3)

where f is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave, d the
thickness of the absorber, c the velocity of light, Z0 the impedance

of free space, Zin the input impedance of the absorber, RL (dB) the
reflection loss in dB, Pi the incident power, and Pr the reflected
power.48,49 From eqn (3), a RL value less than �30 corresponds to
a 99.9% reflection loss or absorption. This suggests that a material
with a RL value less than �30 can absorb 99.9% irradiation
power, and can be treated as a proficient absorber.

According to eqn (1) and (2), the calculated RL curves of the
pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets with a thickness
of 3.0 mm are shown in Fig. 5A. Pristine TiO2 nanosheets
exhibited a RL (dB) value of �1.0 in most regions in the range
of 1.0–18.0 GHz. That only corresponded to 20.6% absorption.
On the other hand, hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets showed very
negative RL (dB) values in the range of 1.0–18.0 GHz with
a valley value of �37.9 at around 13.9 GHz. This suggested that
a much larger reflection loss of microwave radiation was
achieved with TiO2 nanosheets by hydrogenation treatment.
That loss corresponded to 99.99% absorption. The enhanced
microwave absorption of hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets can be
explained by the innovative collective-movement-of-interfacial-
dipole mechanism that was proposed in our previous studies.30,45

Hydrogenation induced large structural and chemical changes in
TiO2 nanosheets as revealed by Raman and TEM observations.
Some of the crystalline phases converted into amorphous phases,
and were possibly doped with hydrogen.29 Evidently, the corres-
ponding electronic structures or thus the dielectric constants of
these regions were different from those of the crystalline TiO2

regions.30,45 Usually, charge accumulation was expected in the
phase boundaries, causing collective interfacial dipoles along the
interfaces. The propagation of the microwave electromagnetic
field through the material caused rapid rotation of the polarizing
direction at these interfaces. Therefore, enhanced microwave
absorption was obtained. Similar improvements in microwave
absorption have also been observed for hydrogenated TiO2

nanoparticles.30,45 However, unlike in the hydrogenated TiO2

nanoparticles, the permeability (m) values were barely affected by
hydrogenation, in hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets, the imaginary
part of the permeability value were largely changed by hydro-
genation in the high frequency range. So, the contribution of

Fig. 5 Frequency dependence of reflection loss in the microwave region of (A) pristine and hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets and (B) hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets obtained under various hydrogenation conditions.
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paramagnetic resonance could not be completely ignored for the
microwave absorption in hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets.

We further fabricated a series of hydrogenated TiO2 nano-
sheets under different hydrogenation conditions, that is, different
reaction times. The reaction time has been found to play an
important role in changing the optical and structural properties of
TiO2 nanoparticles, as the extent of hydrogenation was apparently
dependent on the hydrogenation reaction time.50,51 Anatase TiO2

is made of TiO6 octahedrons slightly distorted from a perfect
octahedron. The Ti–O bond length in the apical directions is
slightly longer than that in the equatorial directions. Four of the
eight neighbors of each octahedron share edges and the others
share corners. The corner-sharing octahedra form (001) planes
and are connected to their edges with the plane of octahedra
below.17 The charge density along the h001i direction is higher
than that along the h100i or h010i direction. And the hydrogena-
tion rates along these directions are different.50,51 By changing the
hydrogenation time, the structural properties of TiO2 nanosheets
and thus their microwave absorption performance can be finely
tuned. The RL (dB) curves of the series of hydrogenated TiO2

nanosheets are shown in Fig. 5B. Their RL (dB) peak values
ranged from �31.0 to �52.5, corresponding to absorption
larger than 99.9% to 99.999%. Thus, all these hydrogenated
TiO2 nanosheets exhibited excellent microwave absorption
performance. The frequency regions of the RL peaks of these
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets spanned from 13.9 to 17.2 GHz.
As seen, TiO2 nanosheets hydrogenated under different conditions
showed different absorption properties. Or in other words, this
demonstrated that the microwave absorption frequency of hydro-
genated TiO2 nanosheets can be adjusted by changing the hydro-
genation conditions.

Overall, dramatically enhanced microwave absorption
(499.999%) has been obtained for TiO2 nanosheets via hydro-
genation treatment, and the absorption frequency can be
adjusted by changing the hydrogenation conditions. The large
microwave absorption efficiency with tunable frequency holds
promising prospects in anti-reflective coatings for aircraft and
anti-leaking coatings for various electronic devices.

Conclusions

Improved absorption over a broad region of the electromagnetic
spectrum, ranging from visible light to microwave regions, has
been achieved with TiO2 nanosheets through hydrogenation
treatment. We have demonstrated a high capacity for electro-
magnetic absorption (460%) across the visible-light and near-
infrared regions, a broad IR absorption from the lattice, and up
to 99.999% absorption in the microwave region. In contrast,
pristine TiO2 nanosheets barely have any absorption capabilities
within these regions. Thus, we have successfully shown that a
dramatic improvement of the light–matter interaction over a
broad energy range can be achieved by hydrogenation treatment
of the otherwise inactive materials. This improvement may hold
promising prospects in many fields such as solar cells, photo-
catalysis, IR sensing, radar dodging, information protection, etc.

This study therefore may provide a new approach for enhancing
our capability to manipulate the properties and applications of
materials towards our various needs.

Experimental

Anatase TiO2 nanosheets were prepared by a hydrothermal
method using titanium butoxide and concentrated hydrofluoric
acid solution.17,18 The precipitates were filtered, washed with
D. I. water, and dried. Pristine TiO2 nanosheets were obtained
by calcining these precipitates at 500 1C for 6 hours in air.
Hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets were obtained by heating pristine
TiO2 nanosheets at 500 1C for 6 hours under hydrogen atmosphere.
To demonstrate the tunability of the frequency of the microwave
absorption, a series of hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets were
obtained by heating pristine TiO2 nanosheets at 500 1C for
1–6 hours under hydrogen atmosphere and named hydroge-
nated TiO2-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed using a Rigaku Miniflex
XRD instrument with Cu Ka radiation as the X-ray source (wave-
length = 1.5418 Å). The Raman spectra were collected on an
EZRaman-N benchtop Raman spectrometer with an excitation
wavelength of 785 nm. The transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) study was performed on a FEI Tecnai F200 TEM. The
electron accelerating voltage was at 200 kV. A small amount of
sample was dispersed in water, dropped onto a thin holey carbon
film, and dried overnight before TEM measurements. The Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were collected using a Thermo-
Nicolet iS10 FT-IR spectrometer with an attenuated total reflec-
tance (ATR) unit. TiO2 nanoparticles were pressed onto the ZnSe
crystal of the ATR unit, and the measurements were performed in
air at room temperature.

The complex permittivity and permeability of pristine and
hydrogenated TiO2 nanosheets were measured at the frequency
range of 1–18 GHz using a HP8722ES network analyzer.
The TiO2 nanosheets were dispersed in melted paraffin wax,
and the mixture was cast into a ring mold with a thickness of
2.0 mm, inner diameter of 3 mm, and outer diameter of 7 mm.
The content of TiO2 nanosheets was 60 wt% in mass, and the
testing was performed at room temperature.
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